Abstract. Before data transmission, in order to improve the utilization ratio of transmission channel, there is need to compress the transmitted data. Before data storage, in order to save storage space, there is need to compress the stored data. There are many methods for data compression and decompression, but the existing methods may be not effective for some particular applications. Therefore, for the special applications, special compression and decompression methods should be applied, which means to combine neural network and collaboration cognitive model. When finite multi-dimensional data needs to transmit with long distance or store data for a long time, the method combining neural network and collaborative computer should be applied to implement compression and decompression of finite multi-dimensional data.
Introduction
Encoding and decoding is a typical data compression method without considering the conditions of the compressed objects, and it only adopts a fixed encoding way. And the data compression ratio has tended to be saturated（10:1）. On the other hand, selective power of information is deficient, so lots of data without relating to tasks in original data is reserved, which makes important information loss.
Traditional methods have the above limitations, so using artificial neural network for data compression has attracted the attention of the people. Compared with the traditional compression methods, the method has the advantages of good fault tolerance, self-organization and adaptivity. Therefore, in data compression, there is no need to use the predetermined data coding way. And the data is encoded and decompressed according to the characteristics of precompressed data.
However, applying artificial neural network for data compression and decompression has disadvantages. With the improvement of compression, training time is less and less, but the error increases. For decompressing the finite multi-dimensional data based on collaborative computer network, only accurately recognizing the prototype of compression data can realize lossless decompression, which is better than the artificial neural network.
Basic Principles of BP Neural Network Data Compression
Applying a three-tier BP network for data compression can make multi-dimensional data input have low-dimensional data output, which achieves the objective of data compression.
Firstly, a three-tier BP network is structured for data compression. Then, the link weight between input layer and middle layer and between middle layer and output layer is determined, and the link weight is modified by the error of actual output and expected output until it meets the given error. And the trained network can ensure that according to BP neural network output decision rule (when the output of a output node is greater than 0.9, the output of the output node is 1. When the output of a output node is 0.9, the output node is 0), the output approximate to a binary number.
The compression of 10 12-dimensional data is taken as an example, and three-tier BP network is used to compress the data. There are 10 data to be compressed, so 4-bit binary number is used to express 10 different data. The input node of BP network is 12, 12-dimensional data. There are 4 output nodes, 4-bit binary number. The ratio between the bits of network inputting 12-dimensional data and the number of outputting neuron nodes is the data compression ratio, which can refer to the (n is the input neurons)to design the nodes of hidden layer. A 12-dimensional data to be compressed is used as the input of network, and there is the network output. Properly processing a 12-dimensional data can get an only four-bit binary code. After compressing a 12-dimensional data, a four-bit binary number ban be used to express, which makes the original data compressed.
Implementation of BP Neural Network Data Compression
10 12-dimensional data to be compressed is taken as an example, and the data in Table 1 is the original data to be compressed. BP neural network output decision rule is that when the output of an output node is greater than 0.9, the output of the output node is 1, when the output of an output node is less than 0.9, the output node is 0.
If 12-dimensional data in Number 8 of the above table (-0.46,0.10, -0.35,0.32,0.39, 0.48,-0.36,0.65,0.75,0.74,-0.60,0.96）is input BP network for compression, the operation result of the output side is（0.9704,0.0004,0.0226,0.0188）. According to BP neural network output decision rule, the binary code output is 1000, which means that after data compression, 12-dimensional data of the line is changed to be a four-bit binary code 1000, and so on.
Three-tier BP network is used to compress the experimental data in Table 1 , and according to BP neural network output decision rule, we can get the result in Table 2 . Table 2 Output value of BP compression network and binary codes Therefore, we can get the following conclusion. Applying BP neural network for data compression can make a multi-dimensional data become low-dimensional data, which can achieve the objective of compression and is easy for storage or transmission.
Basic Principle and Implementation of Data Decompression Based on BP Network and Collaborative Computer Network
Basic principles of data compression based on BP network and collaborative computer network. According to the characteristics of finite data compression and decompression, the research combines BP neural network and collaborative computer network to transform the structure of collaborative computer network. The order parameter layer and output layer of collaborative computer and the link structure of them is reserved to transform the link structure of input layer and the order parameter layer, and the output of BP decompression network is used as the input of collaborative computer network.
Data decompression network consists of left dotted box, decision generation order parameter unit and right dotted box. The left dotted box is a completed BP decompression network, and the right dotted box is the order parameter layer and output layer of collaborative computer network. The input neurons of BP network of left dotted box are 4, and the output neurons are 10. There are 10 kinds of 12-dimensional data, so the number of order parameter nodes of collaborative computer network in right dotted box is 10, and the number of output nodes is 12.
4.2 Implementation of data decompression based on BP neural network and collaborative computer network
The data after compression in Table 2 is taken as an example. If the four-bit binary code (1000) input data of number 8 receives decompression, a 10-dimensional data（0.0006，0.0006，0.0000， 0.0155， 0.0019， 0.0001， 0.0000， 0.9722， 0.0163， 0.0244） is output on BP network, the data generates order parameter unit decision, and generates a group of 10-dimensional order parameters（0，0，0， 0，0，0，0，1，0，0）. The artithmetic expression of 10-dimensional order parameter by the weight of collaborative network order parameter layer and output layer is i X = The data in Table 2 is the input of BP decompression network, which can get the following experimental results.
The final learning error is e=0.0100. Learning times is T= 2584. The output decision rule of BP network can be used to get the input data of collaborative computer network, as shown in Table 3 . Table 3 Binary output value of BP decompression network Therefore, the method is used to decompress the data in Table 2 . At the output end of collaborative computer network, the decompression results can be achieved, as shown in Table 4 . The research results indicate that combining collaborative computer network and BP neural network can decompress finite multi-dimensional data, which can ensure that the data is lossless after decompression.
Conclusions
The paper combines the principles of BP neural network and collaborative computer network, and proposes and researches feasible data compression and decompression method for finite multi-dimensional data. According to the characteristics of finite multi-dimensional data compression and decompression, the paper establishes neural network for data compression of finite multi-dimensional data. And the paper combines neural network and collaborative computer to build a mixing network combining neural network and collaborative computer for data decompression of finite multi-dimensional data.
